Dodge Ram
Body Kit

A X1
B X1
C X10 Quad, 12 Crew
D X6 Quad, 4 Crew
E X1
F X1
G X1
H X1
I X1
J X1
K X5
L X22
M X26 Quad, 1 Crew
N X8 Quad, 6 Crew
P X6

Crew Only
Quad Only

Contents: One pad saturated with 70% isopropyl alcohol
For external use only

LARGE ALCOHOL PREP PADS

Dodge Ram Body Kit

1/8
5/32
8mm

82300508
Remove existing wheel well liner push pin and discard.

Mark Center

17 ¼" 17 ¼"
Line up bracket to measurement line.


5. 5/32

6. X3

7. X3

8. Repeat steps 4-8 for second bracket
Ensure that the tab tails are exposed and ensure that the 4 airdam tabs engage the brackets.

Repeat for other side

Wet-Out pressure of 30 lbs.
Wet-Out pressure of 30 lbs.

Repeat for other side

Side Sills

Crew Cab

Quad Cab
Use brackets as a spacer. Repeat step 3-6 for each bracket.

Crew Only for last bracket.

80mm REF (3 places)

120mm REF (2 places)

Push down.

8mm

re-use from step 1

P
Push down.

Wet-Out pressure of 30 lbs.

1/8” 8mm

2.0 (N.m) 18 in-lb
Align bracket parallel with the body line created by the transition of radius and flat surface.

1. 8mm
2. 1/8"
3. 2.0 (N.m) 18 in-lb
4. P

Crew Cab
Box Accent
Quad Cab

D X2 P 2

Align bracket parallel with the body line created by the transition of radius and flat surface.
Repeat all steps for other side of vehicle.